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**Synopsis**

-- Written by recognized VB expert David Jung, provides VB programmers of all skill levels with a hands-on resource that teaches how to create error-free code, reduce the time and effort spent figuring out logic problems, and how to proactively troubleshoot applications.-- Detailed analysis of handling across all VB environments, including VB 6, building Office and Windows CE applications with VB.-- Techniques for fine-turning COM/COM+/ and DCOM components-- 24x7 - Boxed elements that focus on specific coding techniques for writing applications that don't break-- Design Tip - Logical or optimization technique for building solid code-- Error Watch - Warnings and cautions against common or easy-to-make programming errors
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**Customer Reviews**

This book is one of those books that might be good enough only because the subject it deals with is rare. I have not worked very much with Visual Basic to say how useful it is. From my experience with Access VBA I thought it dealt nicely with debugging tools and error handlers. I wanted to get a better feeling of debugging before going into other VBA books that reports indicate to be full of bugs. The book is nice in that it briefly touches on subjects like ADO. It seems like it will make a good reference. I really can’t complain much since I paid one buck for the book. The only negative criticism that I can say to the authors is that the word open in Spanish is not abir, but abrir.
David Jung and Jeff Kent have done it again! This book is a MUST have for any serious (or at least kinda serious) VB programmer or anyone who just has an interest in learning how to make their programs run better -- easier and faster. The book is easy to understand and written for someone WITHOUT a PhD. This book is the perfect companion to the Jung/Kent Visual Basic programming book. You gotta buy it!